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College Bowl team heads to nationals to battle top universities
rBy Jon Wolfer
Staff Writer

The University of Puget Sound
will send a College Bowl team to
the national competition at the
University of Southern California from April 23-25.
Puget Sound defeated several
area teams in the regional event
onFebmary 27, including the University of Washington, University of Oregon, University of
Idaho, Willamette University,
Ricks College, Whitman College,
Whitworth College, LinfieldCollege, and the University of Alaska
at Fairbanks.
"I'm extremely impressed with
the regional performance," said
Mike DeArmey, the College Bowl
Programmer for ASUPS. "I wish
them all the best of luck at nationals."
At the regional double-el un ma-

tion tournament,Puget Sound lost
its opening match to Whitworth,
butwent undefeated fortherest of
the tournament. Victories came
against UW, Alaska-Fairbanks,
Idaho, the rematch against
Whitworth, Whitman, and then
Oregon twice.
The so-called "varsity sport of
the mind," consists of two teams
composed of four players each.
The players answer toss-up and
bonus questions.
Puget Sound's College Bowl
team is captained by Kate
Lonberg. Joining her at USC will
be Mike Birmingham, Tim
Glessner, Ray Kahier, and Matt
Drago.
Some colleges to be represented
at the national tournament will be
Harvard, Stanford, Cornell,
Brigham Young, Michigan,
George Washington, Illinois,
Washington (St. Louis), Rice, and
Virginia Universities.

Mike Birmingham rings in for the answer alongside fellow College Bowl teammates Tim Glessner, Kate
Lonberg, and Matt Drago.

Are you one of "The
Good, The Bad, and
the Lucky?" Find out
at Casino Night.

[JBy Sundown Stauffer
Staff Writer

t -

Get ready for'the fifth annual
Casino Night on Saturday, March
27.
The gala event will take place in
the SUB, from 7:30 pm to 1 am.
This year's theme is, "The Good,
the Bad, and the Lucky."
"The theme is Western," said
Hoa Sierra, an organizer for Casino Night.
The night will offer an evening
of fun, food and friviolity, not to
mention a chance to win some
great prizes. A variety of activities will be set up all around the
building, from a comedian in the
CellartoacaféintheLoft. Butthe
main auraction will be the Casino
in the Great Hall.
As in past years, gamblers can
try their hand at28 tables of blackjack, and two tables each of craps
and roulette. True high rollers can
bet their luck at a high stakes
game in the boardroom lounge.
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Casino Night is coming soon.

see CASINO page 4

ASUPS gives away half 'million dollars
tlBy Mike McManamna
Guest Writer

Each year ASUPS spends about
$430,000! With this much money
to play with, is it a wonder why
many students are unclear about
where this money comes from
and where it goes?
Well, about three-quarters of this
money comes from you, the undergraduate, in the form of a student government fee. The rest is
raised as income from the various
programs, media, organizations,
and services that ASUPS sponsors.
The money from student fees
each year is allocated to these
same programs, media, organizations, personnel and services, because ASUPS organizations, as
services to the student body, are
budgeted to lose money like any
government agency. This means
that student fees are used to subsidine all ASUPS-related activities.
The greatest amount of money
is spent each year in the various
media of ASUPS, a total of approximately $120,000. This includes $19,000 spent on KUPS,
$38,000 for the yearbook
(Tamanawas), and $30,000 spent
publishing this newspaper; how-

ever, The Trail does bring in
$16,000 in advertising sales income. Additional expenses indude paying the media advisors,
$9,000 for Crosscurrents, and
$8,000 for Photo Services. But
the money does not stop there.
Another sizable amount is spent
in the Student Programs department of ASUPS each year. This
includes $34,000 spent on leetures such as Derek Bell and
DannySugermanat$4-8,000each
and $20,000 of ASUPS money
spent on cultural events such as
Ellis Marsalis and Can I SinfOr
you Brother? Additional money
is spent on the Campus Music
Network shows in the Cellar,
PopularEntertainmentshows such
as Emo Phillips, and Campus
Films.
The rest ofASUPS'money goes
tofunding clubs, sending students
to conferences, and paying internal expenses such as stipends, the
Cellar, and Senate and committee
expenses. Additionally, $20,000
is put into a contingency account
for emergencies.
This year, the ASUPS Senate
and Vice President Chuck
Edwards are attempting to clearly
establish what it is students want
see ASUPS page 4
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Military spending unnecessary and
detrimental to U.S. interests

çII t
IJBy Todd Starkweather
Political Columnist
As Bill Clinton's budget pmposal heads
towards Congress for approval, Democrats
and Republicans alike cry out for greater
spending cuts to balance Clinton's proposed stimulus package, which calls for
new, additional spending. The main argument, levelled mainly by congressional
Republicans, is that spending cuts on the
military are too high.
A number of Republicans and military
officials criticized Clinton's military cuts,
believing that the cuts would hinder the
military's capacity to protect our national
interests throughout the world. However,
Clinton's proposed military cuts exceed the
cuts proposed by George Bush by only a
miniscule 3%. Even General Cohn Powell
recently agreed that the thirty-one scheduled base closings are a good thing for the
military, something that needed to be done.
Clinton really hasn't taken that much
money away from the military when you
consider how much money the military
receives. After all, over 50% of all income
taxes collected by the government funnels
into the military. And at the height of the
Reagan military spending years, the military and social security accounted for about
90% of all government spending.
The military budget should be sliced by
well over 50%. The only purpose of our
military should be to defend our national
borders from an attack or an invasion. The
United States military should not be the

world's police force. The U.S. military
should not involve itseff in any foreign
conflicts. Our military presence is not
needed in places such as Iraq, Bosnia, and
Somalia. Those situations do not concern
us and they are not even a remote threat to
American lives.
The government has spent such a vast
amount of money on the military that
Arnericaisnow in debtandstruggles against
a crippled economy. Look at past empires
from Rome on down to the British Empire.
Each one collapsed because their militaries
grew so hugeand sucked up so much money
that the infrastructure of these countries
collapsed. And yes, for most of the past
century, America has been an undeclared
empire, andjust hike the Roman and British
Empires, our military has taken away money
from desperately needed social programs,
not to mention making us a debtor nation.
Military advocates staunchly support billions of dollars of military spending with
the flimsy excuse that we must have a
superiormihitarypresencein the world since
we are the only superpower left. The rcasoning defies all logic. If we are the only
superpower left on the globe, why do we
need a gargantuan military to protect us?
The answer is that we don't. We maintain
a huge military to insure that we still have
the capacity to meddle in the affairs of other
countries any time we please.
It would be quite nice if President Clinton
reassessed his military spending plans and
realized that the U.S. could manage just
fine without the majority of the military it
now employs. He should learn from S witzerland, where the military is cheaper and
more efficient while only protecting its
nationalborders. Also, Switzerland has not
involved itself in a war for over four hundred years. Meanwhile, only two months
ago the U.S. happily bombed Iraq. Peace is
worth any price, but if it is cheaper than
war, Americans would be fools not to take
it.

PEN FORUMS
AND EVENTS
for the week of March 25-March31

Wesley Chikwinya,from Zimbabwe, will discuss "The Historical
and Cultural Influences in the Political Economy ofAfrica" at
noon on Wednesday, March 30 in the SUB's Murray Boardroom. It'sfoodfor thought!
"The State ofBriain" is the topic of the next POLITICAL
ECONOMY ROUNDTABLE at 4pm on Thursday, April 1 in
the Library's McCormick Room. History Professor David Smith
will lead the discussion of the
current condition ofGreat Britain.
Ryan McLaughlin willpresent his Honors thesis, "Synthesis of
Opiate Affinity Labels SpecWc to the Human Morphine Receptor: Using Organic Molecules To Isolate Biologically Important
Proteins," on Monday, March 29 at 4pm in Thompson Hall 124.
JeffHolland wilipresent his Honors thesis,
"The Searchfor wa in American Anti-trust: An Analysis of
Anti-Trust Law and International Competitiveness in America
andfapan" on Tuesday, March 30
at 4pm in the McCormick Rm.
Debbie Anderson wiipresent her Honors thesis, "The Effects
ofChina's Family Planning Policy on Women," on Wednesday,
March 31 at 4pm in the Shelmidine Rm.

Catch
a
Wavc
at
Pu
ct
Sound
Mmcf 8cssion is Catching on at Pugct knd.
Attending Puget Sound's Summer Session Is a great way to stay on track for
graduation by catching up on those missing units, especially in the core.

10 March through 24 March 1993
1 1 March, 2: 10 PM

Summer Session also lets you catch your breath while you concentrate on only
one or two classes—for a change!
TERM 1 STARTS MAY 17

A Vender on campus reported the theft of two expensive
class rings from her sample inventoiy. She believes two male
students took the rings when she turned to help someone else.
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TERM 2 STARTS JUNE 28
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Choose from classes in:
12 March, 2:30 AM

A Suspect warned not to return to University property was
aiTested by Tacoma Police for criminal trespass in the Secu
rity office.
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12 March, 10:10 PM

21 March, 7:22 PM

22 March, 10:45 AM

A University Neighbor complained about a loud party on
North 10th Street After contacting the residence, Security
discovered there was no Alcohol permit for the event.
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AResidentofAndersonLangdonHahlreportedthetheftofher
television from her room. There were several other valuable
items in the room, but nothing else appeared missing. There
were no signs of forced entry.
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Mother Resident in Anderson Langdon reported discovering
a theft from his room. A portable Compact Disk player was
discovered missing. Several expensive items in the room
were not taken and there were no signs of forced entry.

Ii

**Please contact Security Services at ext. 3311 if you have any information about the
incidents described above. All information will be kept confidential.

Chemistry
Communication
Comp. Sodology
Computer Science
Economics
Education
English
Geology
Math
Philosophy
Physics
Physical Ed.
Politics & Gov.
Psychology
Religion

-

-
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A Resident of Regester Hall reported his VCR was missing
fromhis room. There wereno signs offorced entry to the room
and nothing else appeared to be missing. The room was left
open for a period of time.
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22 March, 9:36 PM
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Biology
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Submitted by Todd A. Badham, director of Security Services
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Summer Tuition
reduced 25%

Unit ......... ............... $1,305.00
2 1/2-3 units ............$2,610.00
2 1/2-3 units ............$3,262.50

By registering for two or more
\ academic units, you can take an
activity class FREE. Plan to sign
up for Summer classes soon.
Registration opens on April 12.
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Watch yourmail for the Preliminary Schedule and for the Summer
Bulletin. Summer Session Office,
756-3207,Jones Hall 212.

March 25, 1993
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Puget Sound and high school students
unite in an Academic Challenge"
)By Sarah Hynes
Staff Writer

If you're looking for a summer job or are
interested in teaching, here is something
you might want to keep in mind. Puget
Sound's Academic Challenge program is
accepting applications now for resident and
teaching assistants for this summer's session running from June 21-July 17. Although the exact amount is not yet available, positions are paid and include room
and board.
Begun in the summer of 1990, Academic
Challenge, which works in conjunction with
PUSH/EXCEL, hosts approximately 70
area junior high and high school students
on campus where they study math, English,
science and computers. Students will also
participate in field trips and activities geared
towards giving them a glimpse of college
life.
Juniors and seniors get to live in the
dorms during the session while other students benefit from seeing how a college
classroom operates. Last year's participants
learned everything from how to resolve
personal differences concerning race and
religion, to Math for Practical Purposes.
Puget Sound Senior Glenn Young worked
as a teaching assistant and resident assistant
last summer and said it was an amazing
experience for him and the kids he worked
with.
"It was probably one of the most valuable
experiences I've had at this school," Young
said. "I think more people should be exposed to the kinds of things this program
offers."

Aside from helping assisting in a math
class which is not his strong suit, Young
said the most difficult part was trying to
enforce rules and restrictions on students
who are resentful and angry with their circumstances. He said that many junior high
students were especially full ofmisdirected
anger.
Although it is designed to provide a taste
ofcollege life, Young added that Academic
Challenge is certainly more restrictive than
our day-to-day college life.
One student who would certainly agree
with that is Travis D. Lattimore, a sophomore from Woodrow Wilson High School
who participated in the program last summer.
"Juniors and seniors got more rights,"
Lattimore said referring to the fact that the
older students actually lived on campus and
functioned like college students.
Lattimore decided to participate in the
program because he needed something to
do during the summer. He says he was
determined not to spend his time hanging
out at the mall and playing video games like
his friends did.
"I needed to keep off the streets," he said.
Although it kept him off the streets, the
program was a bit disappointing to
Lattimore; he thought it would be more like
going to summer school, but was surprised
when he found out he wouldn't be receiving any credit for his work.
Lattimore also complained that the field
trips were "lame." He referred to one that
the group took to the Pierce Transit Center.
"We already know how it is on the bus,"
he said.
see ACADEMIC page 4

FLOWERS UNLIMITED
NEEDS 100 ENERGETIC
COLLEGE STUDENTS FOR
WEEKEND WORK

Clean Cut
to Eager
• Aggressive
• Dedicated

C

Casino Night gives students the opportunity to live the gaining life and lose some cash that
doesn't really exist.

CASINO from page 1
But don't worry about losing your wallet.
The only real money involved is the $5 cost
ofadmission. Upon admission, you receive
30 units of "scrip," or paper money. If your
luckruns out on you, Loan Sharks will lend
youenough to get back
into the swing of
things. When the Casino closes, scrip will
be tallied, and the big
winners will be eligible for prizes, donated by local merchants. The grand
prize will be a free
night at a hotel in
Vancouver, B. C.
Butthere's more going on than just gambling. The Loft will be
offering a smorgasbord of eating pleasures, including sandwiches, chips, ice
cream, and beverages
for the thirsty, all for
free. Some campus oranizations will be
serving "Mocktails."
Comedian Greg Wingo will do two shows
in the Cellar, for some sit-down entertainment. At 10:30 pm, just as the Casino is
winding down, a dance will begin in the
Rotunda, lasting until 1 am.The dance will
be hosted by DJ Galvin, keeping you on
your toes until the evening's end.
Casino Night is presented to raise money
for the local Push/Excel program. All proceeds go to sponsor this Tacoma Public
Schools tutorial program, one of three nationwide. This program's future is threatened by governmental budget cuts, so the

cost of admission will support a needy
cause, as well as being an opportunity for
fun and frolicking. Last year, Casino Night
raised $1630 for Push/Excel and won the
Campus University Community Service
Award.
-- Nigl
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year," said Sierra."I'm
really pleased at how
many different organizations on campus
came together to pull
it off."
Casino Night is
sponsored by a variety
of campus organizations, primarily RHA
(Residence Hall Association). Other supporters include
ASUPS, Panhellenic
and Interfraternity
Council, URHA (University Residence
House Association),
the Cellar, Alpha
Kappa Psi, and Circle
K. There is also a large
cadre of volunteer
personel who staff Casino Night.
Alsodeserving ofrecognition are the sponsors of Casino Night prizes: La Quinta
Inns, Red Robin, Hair and Nail Artistry,
Chalet Bowl, Katie Down's, New Frontier
Lanes, Tower Inn & Lanes, Pizza & Pipes,
ElephantCar Wash, Antique Sandwich Co.
Golfiand, Prosito's, Guadalamamma's,
Round Table, Flowers Plus, Azteca,
Knapps, Lorenzo' s, Tacoma Actor' s Guild,
Top Foods, Maison Glaze, Arco, University Market Deli, and Gene Juarez Salons,
to name a few.

o

Apply in person on Saturday,
MARCH27th at9AMat
TACOMA BOYS, 5602 6th Avenue
(Tell them you're from U.P.S. - they like us!)

Proving that the best product
isn't always the highest priced!
'Weekly tutoring sessions
•Reasonable price -- $495
•Eiht years of experience
•36
hours of actual class time
(YouI never pay us to stand there with a stop watch)
'2000 students later, Steven still teaches his classes

Next LSAT classes
begin April 10, 13, 14.

Call today for •

i , i
7

Next GRE class
begins April 12.

inlrwluctory seminar.
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UPS students turn cafe idea into reality
(JBy Stacey George
Guest Writer
Young energy turns a dream into reality.
Two 22-year-old University of Puget Sound
religion majors have found this reality. Matt
Cary and Jenny Christensen are turning the
burned-out body shop on the corner of
Tacoma's Sixth Avenue and North State
Street into a pair of artist's lofts, aEuropean
café, and one commercial space, as yet
unleased.
"The idea for a café, in the great university tradition, simply came to us one day as
we were lamenting the fact that there are
now very few decent coffee houses in
Tacoma, and none on the scale of our café,"
said Cary. The original idea came from
UPS religion professor Chris Ives. Their
goal was to create a gathering place for
students, faculty, and the community. The
idea is the utilize part of the building for a
café and to lease out the remaining areas.
Built in 1928 as a Ford dealership, the
building later became a body shop (6th

Avenue Collision Center) until a fire in the
early eighties left it gutted and abandoned.
"It's a great location, three-quarters of a
mile from UPS, a busy street with lots of
traffic, an intriguing neighborhood with
lots of characters," said Cary. "This end of
town won't get any worse. It'll only get
better."
To tackle the project, Cary and Christensen
formed Riverrun Corporation. The name
Riverrun comes from James Joyce's
Finnegans Wake.
"The novel has a cyclical structure and as
everything naturally goes in a circle, we
decided to try to given something back to
Tacoma and the University of Puget Sound,"
explained Christensen. "Rather than an
urban development company, we consider
ourselves to be an urbane development
company. (We want to create) a place to
wake up, socialize, study and drink great
coffee."
In addition to coffee, the café will serve
pastries, sandwiches, quiche, and pizza.
"Of course we'll have great coffee and

espresso drinks," said Christensen. Currently, Christensen and another UPS student, Kristy Spencer, are experimenting
with dishes and expecting honest opinions
from their friends who taste the food.
Two UPS graduates are also involved
with the project.. Jack Hanson, a philosophy major, and Mike Kurz, an art major,
have taken charge of the building renovation.
The both expressed how different the
experience is working with friends with
whom they share common interests. Hanson
said, "The work is typical of that on any
construction site, though the conversation
is usually rather atypical for the job site."
The project has a long way to go yet.
Riverrun is still seeking a tenant for the
2,000-square-foot commercial space in the
back and the two 2,000-square-foot lofts.
Christensen and Cary also need more money
to open the café. They are hoping to open
sometime in April.
"It takes young energy to get something
through," Cary conIuded with a smile.

Should he stay or should he go now?
if he stays there will be trouble,
And if he goes there will be double...

Bor*ise
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COSMETICS
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'Tantalizing Candy' 'Tantalizing Cand
:
j

y

•Jelly Bellies 'Sours & Gummies
'Chocolates 'Hard Wrapped Candy
'Sugar Free 'Truffles

Westgate ShoppingCenter

81000 H, 81000 !
Off
Off

Purchase II Any Purchase I
AROO or more I I of $5.00 or more I
I of
I Limit One Coupon Person I I limit One Coupon Person I
L. -Ex ires-43Ø93
- -Expires
- -4-30-93
- -

Downtown
115 S. 11th

South Hill
11705 Meridian E.

26th North Pearl
(by Starbuck's)

(by Starbuck's)

(Next to Safeway)

752-1233

627-2676

845-3814

EXCELLENT
BUSINESS OPPORTUNI1Y
STARliNG THIS SPRING
WITH
VUARNET COSME11CS!
We are looking for a few good
students, psofessors, etc. to be
Sun and Skin Care
Exclusive Distributors.

Choose your territory!
This is an excellent opportunity
to make money!
A $2,500 inventory investment
required.
Contact Vuamet Representatives
Suzanne Pitman or Dave Kirk
ac 1 (800) 227-2559
/ fiaw#h, oa

CAmpus

EVENTS AND
TRAD IONS

Presented by
The University of Puget Sound • Student/Alumni Committee

4 fui1i©r Lasc Wj

•. t9 '1

Thursday, April 1, 1993
7:00 p.m.
Student Union Building Rotunda
Come enjoy a Mexican Fiesta, including a full Mexican dinner and fun from South- of- the -Border!
Other highlights include:

RAFFLE FOR PRIZES! * PINATA FUN!
THE OPPORTUNITY TO MEET ALUMNI OF THE UNIVERSITY! AND MORE!
The University of Puget Sound Student/Alumni Committee is sponsoring this event to
reunite members of the class of 1994 in hopes of building stronger class unity.

For Juniors only!
If you have any questions, or to R.S.V.P, call Kate Miner
in the Alumni Office at 756-3624.

The University of

Puget Sound

Office of Alumni Relations
1500 North Warner
Tacoma, WA 98416-0078
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Jude Narl'ta dep'lcts the
lives of Asian survivors
JBy Matt Carison
Staff Writer

Have you seen the cherry trees and plaque
dedicated to UPS students interned during
World War II? They were Japanese-American victims unjustly imprisoned in relocation camps. But what about their experiences and feelings?
Jude Narita explored similar questions in
her solo performance "Coming Into Passion: Songs for a Sansei" on March 9 here
at UPS. Not only did Narita write and
research the piece, she also drew upon her
experiences as a sansei, or third generation

I'm sorry.' He always says he's soldier in
war. I don't care what he's sorry for. Past
done. Cannot change. I don't think much
about brothers and baby sisters very much
anymore. I think about rest of family that
live." Life is a daily struggle to eat and
survive.
"The mistake people make," Narita clarifies off-stage, "is that people assume prostitution is social and cultural; that prostitutes are animals who like sex. Prostitution
is primarily economic. When a country is
at war, occupied, or destabilized, there's no
food. There's a foreign military obsessed
with sex that has money."

doesn'tfit in with the stereotype of the neat and polite Japanese student.

Japanese-American. Her emotional narrative received a standing ovation to a full
house, earned by her thought-provoking
portrayals of various female characters attempting to survive adverse situations.
How were their lives changed forever?
Whatchallenges are faced by Asian women
in order to survive? How are their lives
colored with real experiences and feelings?
"The show is aboutan American reporter,"
explains Narita, "who has become cut off
from her heart and emotions. She reads
about a Vietnamese girl who is kidnapped,
raped, and killed and says, ' 'that will never
happen to me." Then, in her dreams she
becomes a Vietnamese prostitute, a Filipino mail-order bride, a storyteller telling
about the bombing of Hiroshima, a nisci
woman (second generation JapaneseAmerican) placed in a camp during World
War II, a Cambodian woman adjusting to
her new life in America, and a young sansei
troublemaker.
When the reporter finally awakens, she
rediscovers her heart and emotions. "She
understands that these women were surviving, they were not just victims. She appreciates this way of survival in situations she
will probably never experience as an American." Here are three of the characters
Narita portrays. How are they able to survive? What can we learn from them?
The Rolling Stone's "Let's Spend the
Night Together" is playing in a smokefilled bar during the Vietnam War. A
young Vietnamese prostitute in high heels
and a black miniskirt speaks with a heavy
accenL "I am working in this bar and I'm
very happy. I have good job, food, and
enough money to send home to family."
For three dollars she will sleep with any
American soldier. How else could she
make as much money? No alternatives
exist like attending college.
"I have some funny customers," the Vietnamese woman explains. "Many times he
talkstome. We go to back room. Customer
stand still for long time, forgot to move.
Then he starts crying and says, 'I'm sorry.

In the next scene, Narita portrays a FiJipino mail-order bride name Lita who is
undergoing a videotaped interview. Lita is
hoping to find a perfect American husband
who is"sincere, understanding,kind, gentle,
honest, fmancially stable, and able to share
not only his joy, but also his
sorrow." The intervieweris looking for someone easily manipu
lated, especially for the purpos
of sex. Lila must answer i
following:

G
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et your fickets now!

IBy John Tocher
.....

A&E Editor

Do youregret missing Jude Narita's "Coming Into Passion"? Sec photos of Lewis
Tucker in "Can I Sing For You, Brother?" but little else? Did you not eveñknow
about Eric Tingstad & Nancy Rumbel's concert?
Well, you no longer have an excuse. The second halfof the UPS Cultural Events
Series promises that the only excuse you'll have now is that tickets were sold out.
You can still get thcm, though, they're available through the Info Center and
Ticketmaster.
-This Friday, March 26, the Great Hall will be host to Tish fl •j()
music, which reflects her Mexican-American heritage. "This blend of Tex-Mex
roots celebrates border crossings by the Latino hopeful, the horizons of the
American cowboy, and the toils and lives ofcountry folk." $10 general (discount
with student ID).
-Marsalis. Ellis Marsalis. Need I say more? The father of Wynton
(Trumpet) and Branford (Sax), he's the head of a small jazz dynasty. He'll be
playing with the UPS Jazz Ensemble, and rumor has it that the band is already tight.
Get tickets while you still can. Advance tickets are S12 general (discount with
student ID). It will be held in the Fieldhouse on Saturday, April 3.
.
-Legendary trumpet-player Arturo Sandoval brings his Latin jazz to the
Fieldhouse on Sunday, April 18. A native of Cuba, Sandoval played with Dizzy
Gillespie and is alsorecognized for his clasical music. Another èoncert to be backed
up by UPS' venerable Jazz Ensemble. Advance tickets are $12 general (discount
with student ID).
- Friday, April 23, three-time Grammy nominees Bela Fleck and the
Flecktones perform their fusion jazz, bluegrass, and funk in the the Fie!dhouse. The
group incorporates a unique mix of banjo, bass, harmonica and keyboards, a
combination that earned them a #1 spot on the Billboard charts. Advance tickets are
$12 general (discount with student ID).

interned during World War II. Like t.
characters in her performance, these wc
people with real experiences and feeling..
They were notjust victims, they were su
vivors. Messages from Narita's perfomance extend not only to events on thiz
campus, but to all people.
"The different languages, cultures, sk
and facial features we have are not wh.
makes or separates us," Nariti reminds us.
"What makes and combines us together ar
human experiences and our heart. Do n:
let other people delme you out of the .
mispereeptions or lack ofinformation. Do
not limit or define yourself."

thatwere left theirskin cracked and bubbled
and peeled away."
The vividness of this story places the
listener in the moments after the bomb
explodes. Why is the little boy smiling?
How is the little girl surviving the blast? "I
don't want to be finger-pointing or blaming," Narita says. "It's just a statement.
Until we learn from thepast we are committed to repeating the same mistakes. We are
too eager to disremember, too eager to drop
bombs that are stockpiled."
When Narita was visiting UPS, she was
able to see the cherry trees and plaque
dedicated to Japanese-American students

:
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Who do you think should be t/
boss in the family? So you b
lieve the man is always right
You would never disobey or s ry
no to your husband? What if
wanted to have sex with you a
you didn' t? Wouldyou still do it if
it hurts a little? If it made yo
husbandhappy? You would nev
tell anyone ifyour husband hur
you because then they would se
youback?

-

'01

,
Lila desires a husband who w
love and take care of her. SI
wants a better life for herself ai
for her family. The interview isI
i
confusing and she does not und
i
K
stand the last two questions. W.
is she being ignored?
:
After Lita, Narita performs a si S
ryteller who tells about the boff
ing of Hiroshima. "It was
spired," she says, "that the bot
we dropped on Hiroshima w
nicknamed Little Boy. We ni
name our puppy or our best friei '
I...
But to nickname a bomb? Then
a callousness about this."
"Once upon a time," the sto
/
teller begins, "a little boy fell .
earth from the sky. Down he f
turning into a spinning ball S
color—white, silver, gold, red.
little boy sneezed— 'Ahchew,'
all the people and houses dis
peared. He wanted to play,
wnennecamenearanyoi mepeopie explains "I am working in this bar and I'm very happy. I have a goodjob,food and enought money

to send home to family."
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L'ittle* Theatre has a helt (or two) w'lth 'Daddy's Dyin'
EJBy Steve Zaro
Staff Writer
Petty jealousy, sibling rivalry, and passionate arguments that evolve from simple
misunderstandings—ah, yes, family life.
And, until now, there wasn't a way to
explain to an only child the predicaments
siblings can create (often willingly) for
each other. That is, until now.
Enter the play, Daddy'sDyin' (who's got
the will?L now playing at the Tacoma Little
Theater.
The play, written by Del Shores, takes
place last summer at the farmhouse of the
Turnover family of Lowake, Texas. The
patriarch of the family, widowed Buford
"Daddy" Turnover, has had a stroke and is
brought home to spend his last days with his
family. Notified of his death, his despondent family returns to pay their respects and
also try to grab a piece of "Daddy's"
fortune. The situation sets the stage for a
hysterical reflection of family life and displays the especially unusual members of
the Turnover family.
Once all the Turnovers have shown up at
the farm, the fun begins as each member's
life becomes fair game to criticize. Each
character's strengths and weaknesses are
exposed as well as the mixed feelings they
have for each other. The majority of the
scenes are extremely comical as the family
ruthlessly bashes itself. As the venomous
daughter Evalita puts it, "Here we are again,
just like old times. I can hardly stand it."
What adds to the intensity of the conflicts
is the stereotypical nature of the members
of the family. They are so different in
appearance and values that their battles are
inevitable and endlessly comical.
Sara Lee, the daughter that never left
home and took care of her father, has deep
insecurities and fears that structure her life
around fantasy. Urlene is an ultra-conservative married to a preacher. Orville is the

fat garbageman who dominates his wife by
criticizing her weight. And the spark that
ignites these fragile identities is Evalita, the
racy, over made-up nightclub singer whose
frankness disrupts the artificial politeness
that the others try to pass off to one another.
Also along for the ride are Mama Wheeler,
stepmother to"Daddy" Turnover, Harmony,
Evalita's hippy companion, and Marlene,
the suffering wife to Orville.
The action of the play basically puts the
characters in one room so each of them are
inevitably forced into conflict with each
other. As a result, you get one hilarious

situation alter another as they exchange
jibes, witty retorts, and painful criticisms,
while searching the house for "Daddy's"
will. Their differences tear them apart but
somehow, by the end, the family endures.
Perhaps kept together by the simple fact
that they are part of a family, whether they
like it or not.
Theperiormances are all consistently good
for actors who, based on the program, seem
to hold real jobs during the day. The play
really scores in its endless stream of humor,
which is a nice quality in a comedy.
Daddy's Dyin' worked. It was believable

in every aspect of its attempt to examine
family life—ugliness, beauty, and all. The
script was entertaining, the timing of the
jokes was right on, and direction was solid.
All told, a strong perfonnance the whole
way through.
The final performances forDaddy' sDyin'
are this Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. Admission is $8, $7 for students. Tickets can
be purchased at the door, but because of its
popularity it's best to call the theater to
reserve tickets. The Tacoma Little Theater
is located at 210 North I street near Wright
Park.

10,000 V'Ideos and almost as many categor'ies...
Confessions of a movie critic, part one
LJBy John Tocher
A&E Editor
The day would have gone considerably
better if I had decided to bring my coat. But
it was a sunny, mid-afternoon Monday of
Spring Break, and I opted to go without.
Now since I've already digressed before
giving myself anything to digress from, I'll

video with a specific title in mind.
After a brief check at Shop-Rite, I coasted
down 6th Avenue to Blockbuster Video,
home ofthe 10,000 video selection, to pick
up Henry and June. I didn't really foresee
any difficulty in this; it was recent, but not
too recent, critically acclaimed, and generally held in high cinematic esteem. I, for
one, am no stranger to Blockbuster and I
strode straight to the rack called 'Drama.'
It was not there.
I don't mean it was checked out, I mean it
wasn't on the rack. Savvy to the ins and
outs of the store, I sidled over to the 'New
Releases! Chartbusters' rack.

Not there, either.
Hmm, now I was beginning to wonder.
Striking myselfon the head for not thinking
of it sooner, I zipped over to 'Romance.'
There it was not.
Starting to feel a little out of my league, I
turned around, and
there it was: 'Tearjerker Romance.'
Ohhh, ofcourse. Tearjerker Romance. Why
didn'tI think of that in
the first place?
Not to be found.
You gouabe kidding
me. Halfway to the
checkout counter, I
turned back around. I
was a regular. I can
find this movie myself,
thank you very much.
I went back to the
'New Releases!
Chartbusters' rack and
checked to see if Jennfer 8 had an 'Also
StarringUma
Thurman. . .' section.
Not in existence.
I scratched my brain and realized that
Henry and June was by the director of
UnbearableLighiness ofBeing. I ran to the
'Foreign' rack.
Not quite.
Ah, it was billed as an 'erotic adventure.'

So I took the logical steps and I looked
through the 'Action' rack (not to mention
its respective subdivisions 'Super Action'
and 'Wild Action').
Wrong, uh-unh, and not even.
The problem with today's video stores are
not a lack 01 selection
atall,but the belief that
the average American
does not know how to
find something in alphabetical order, i.e.: a
movie. It is systematically contributing to the
' we 'li-find-it-whenwe-get-there' mindset.
Besides making it impossible to locate any
one of a dozen highly
recommended yet nonformula movies, the infinite subdivision of
categories causes the
patron to shop based on
their mood, the finalist
determined by which
cover has the biggest
breasts. The logical conclusion of this
effect is it to cross-reference the traditional
categories ('Mystery', 'Comedy') with the
cover's breast size ('32B,' '36DD,' and
'Back Pain').
I sighed. Seeing as how there wasn't a
rack labelled 'Movies With a Man Wearing
a Fedora on the Cover Leaning Over a

Woman With an Exposed Garter Belt,' I
decided I'd met my match and went to the
countertoask iftheyactually stocked Henry

and June.
"Lemme check. No, wait, we don't. It's
because ofthe NC- 17 rating, we don't carry
it."
What? What? This from the video store
that rents the "uncut version" of Basic Instinct, Angel Heart, and 9 112 Weeks? This
from the movie shop that puts ' 17 Plus'
stickers on halfofits horror titles anyway?
This from the place that rents films like 10
Violent Women (In Color) and Slumber
Party Massacre?
"You can get it at the Wherehouse," the
woman said in a voice that sounded like she
wanted toreplace the first 'e' with and 'o.'
"They carry adult films."
Fine, I thought. After all, the Wherehouse
was just about within throwing distance of
a Blockbuster membership card. I headed
over, and there, in the 'Drama' section, sat
Henry and June.
"Do you have a membership?" he asked
me.
"Urn, no."
"Do you have a credit card?"
"No. Credit ruins lives."
"What?"
"Nothing."
"Well, do you have a checkbook?"
"Yes, I do. It's in my coat pocket which
is. at home on the couch."
Andforthe firsttimeeverin Spring Break
history. I wished that it had been raining.
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Mat they have that we don't...
A look at ways nearby
universities deal with sexual
harassment

UBy Rachael Vorberg-Rugh
Copy Editor
Since sex discrimination is illegal under
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, 1964 and
Title IX of the Education Act, 1972, most
colleges and universities have some kind of
sexual harassment policy. Beyond a general consensus that sexual harassment is
damaging to educational freedom and the
academic community, however, there are
as many different ways of dealing with
sexual harassment in academia as there are
universities. The following is a quick look
at the general policies on sexual harassment
of three universities in ourregion,and some
of their differences from the codes at UPS.
Pacific Lutheran University: PLU's
policies are quite similar to those at UPS;
there as well as here sexual harassment
claims are dealt with through the general
grievance procedures, and claims are to be
initiated within thirty days of the incident.
As is also the case here, PLU prefers to deal
with sexual harassment on an informal,
case-to-case basis.
PLU differs primarily in the specificity of
its definition of sexual harassment, which
explicitly names areas where harassment
might occur, such as financial aid and admissions decisions, appointment of student
leadership positions, and granting funds to
student organizations. Instead of directing

complaints of sexual harassment to deans,
PLU has grievance facilitators designated
as confidential sources of information. Also
unlike UPS, PLU specifically states its position on consentual relationships between
students and faculty in its policy, and has a
separate code for racial harassment issues.
University of Washington: UW's policies are understandably different from those
at UPS, in part because of dissimilarities in
size and funding. However, the larger
university's policies have some interesting
features that are not necessarily size-related. For one, the policy clearly outlines
both informal and formal grievance procedures with regard to sexual harassment.
Although there are a variety of offices
through which complaints are handled depending on the type of harassment (i.e.
student-to-student, faculty-to-student, etc.),
UW has an Ombudsman for Sexual Harassment available. The policy also mentions
the possibility of complaints filed with agencies outside the University, and the
University's responsibility in that event.
Also, it is explicitly stated that University
employees are required to report incidences
of possible sexual harassment they are aware
of to their supervisors, the Human Rights
Office, and/or the Ombudsman.
The Evergreen State College:
Evergreen's sexual harassment policy was
revised in 1992, and is now an eighteen
page document outlining the goals, policies
and procedures of the College. Its policy
begins with a statement of the college's
commitment to the prevention and elimination of sexual harassment, and its resDonsi-

UPS Sexual Harassment Policies: Did You Know?
[JBy Rachael Vorberg-Rugh and Syd Van Atta
Copy Editor and Staff Writer

biity to take "positive educative steps to
sensitize employees and students" to the
legal and social issues involved (pg. 1).
The policy makes provisions for a variety
of workshops, debates and informational
events, and requires training in sexual harassment issues for individuals designated
as confidential sources of information.
Evergreen implements sexual harassment
awareness training in many of its orientstion programs for students, new faculty and
employees, as well.
In addition to outlining the formal and
informal procedures available for handling
sexual harassmentclaims, Evergreen 's code
includes a list of possible sanctions to be
taken, ranging from letters of reprimand to
mandatory community service to suspension and dismissal. However, there are also
provisions against those who knowingly
file false claims of harassment.
Evergreen's policies also provide for an
ombudsperson, to be chosen yearly from
within the College and trained to act in
conjunction with the Affirmative Action
Officer as a mediator and source of information for both the parties involved. As
with the UW, Evergreen also provides for
the possibility ofoutside claims in its sexual
harassment policy, and specifically states
that its procedures "are not intended to
impair or limit the right of anyone to seek a
remedy available under state of federal
law" (pg. 7).
Information about other universities was
compiledfrom: the PLU Student Handbook, 1992-1993; an Oct. 12, 1992 PLU
Memorandum concerning the Sexual Harassmentpolicies; the University of Washinglon Policy as reprinted in Sexual Hgrassment on Campus: A Legal CompenilQti, ed. by the National Association of
College and University Attorneys, 1990;
and the Evergreen State Cc.11ege Sexual
Harassment Policy as ofAugust 12, 1992.
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. to find

Did you know that...
- the policies as they stand are ten years old?
- the pamphlet "If it Happens to You ... Sexual Harassment" directs students with sexual
harassment complaints to go to the chair of the professor's department, something which
is not mentioned in the actual UPS policies?

Students Against Sexual Hara,

- under current UPS policy the only persons with whom students may legally consult
confidentially about sexual harassment grievances are the Dean of the University, the
Director of Personnel, the Dean of Students, and the Counseling Center? (All University
employees are legally responsible for passing along information about possible sexual
harassment through the stated channels, unless specifically designated within the policy to
have confidential Status.)

Editor

1By Sara Freeman

- under the Grievance Procedures outlined in the Academic Handbook (pg. 30), a student
must make the initial steps toward bringing a grievance within four weeks of the alleged
incident?
- the policies do not include a statement of position on consensual relationships between
faculty and students?
- the Grievance procedures outlined in the Academic Handbook (pg. 30-3 1) provide for
the formation of a Hearing Board consisting of the Dean of the University and the Dean of
Students (or their designees), two faculty members selected by the chair of the Academic
Standards Committee, and two students selected by the Academic Standards Committee in
consultation with the President of ASUPS? (At present most cases of sexual harassment
grievances are brought to the Professional Standards Committee, a procedure which is not
designated in the Academic Handbook.)
- Director of Personnel and Affirmative Action Officer Rosa Beth Gibson may be
consulted confidentially in any claims of sexual harassment, not simply those dealing with
staff members?
- there is no statement in the policies about the rights of students in sexual harassment
proceedings, and in particular that the victim be allowed to know what punishment, if any,
the perpetrator received?
- hearsay rules and other rules of evidence used in courts do not apply in the hearing
process as stated in the Faculty Code (pg. 38)?
- the complete policy is not available in one place on campus?
- the hearing policy actually follows procedures outlined in the Faculty Code, which
does not allow a student to bring a claim against a faculty member without being directly
represented by the university?

As part of their speedy response to the
shaken campus after Harmon Zeigler's resignation, Students Against Sexual Harassment (SASH) took a survey to find out
where students, faculty and staff stood on
the issues concerning sexual harassment.
The survey asked how often one hears
comments of a sexual nature on campus;
whether or not people who are considered
attractive are treated better on campus by
students, faculty and staff; and ifthe person
filling out the survey had been the recipient
of sexual joke, put downs, looks, touches,
requests for dates or for sex from members
of the campus community.
But beyond these questions, which only
gave SASH an idea of how many people
feel therepurcussions ofsexual harassment
on campus, the survey asked three meaty
questions that allowed the participants to
make recommendations about the process
of reporting and preventing sexual harassment. The survey's responses show a consistent mood among many of those who
took the time to write.
Question 10 asked, "Ifyou have reported
an incident of harassment on this his campus, what obstacles did you encounter?"
The replies spoke to the fact that borderline sexual behavior from the faculty is
already tolerated:
"This behavior is commonly accepted in
this particular department. A report to the
department itself would be considered an
over-reaction on my pail."

Others pointed out that the University's
interest in preserving a 'scandal-free' image is a major obstacle to dealing with
reports of sexual harassment:
"The University looks out for itself more
than the victim. Every person the victim
talks to is related to the university. The
harasser is allowed to resign without students knowing why."
Finally, respondents felt that the way a

'The University looks out
for itself more than the
Victim. Every person the
victim talks to is related to
the university. The harasser
is allowed to resign without
students knowing why."
complaint of sexual harassment is dealt
with depends on the person who receives
the complaint, not necessarily the policy in
the Academic Handbook:
"I think the procedures are 'on the books'
but the response is dependent on the mdividual to whom it's reported. In my case,
my supervisor (a male) is very open and
responsive and followed through immediately. However, I think too many people are
at the 'hands' of someone who is not responsive; thus, the need for an ombudsman." The persistentcall foraneutral third party

I
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V"en you re sexually harassed...
LIBy Sydney Van Atta
Staff Writer

exu a I
onwide struggle
i solution

Professors have a lot of power, which
they may hold over the heads of their students in terms of grades, references and an
ability to mold a student's reputation in the
eyes of other faculty. This power can make
students easy targets for inappropriate behavior, especially sexual harassment on the
part of professors. If you are the victim of
sexual harassment and want to do something about it, you have three basic options:
confront the professor yourself, use the

Dean of Students David Dodson

university's policies and procedures, or seek
outside assistance by filing a formal complaint with a state agency.
A pamphlet from the Washington State
Department of Social and Health Services
suggests several options open to those who
wish to deal with the problem alone. The
first step, of course, is to tell the harasser to
stop in a clear and serious way. It's also
helpful to explain exactly what behaviors
or events made you uncomfortable and
what specific laws or policies were violated. If a face-to-face confrontation is
unrealistic, often a letter to the harasser is
the next best option. Again, the letter
should be detailed and should express clearly

your expectation that the harassing bchavior cease. Make copies of the letter, send
them to others and keep them for your
personal files.
For obvious reasons, it is not always possible for a student to confront a tormenting
Q professor in person. A student in this posi: tion might consider seeking a resolution
-< through the University's sexual harassment
polices and procedures. Although it is
difficult to get a clear picture of the how the
policies work in practice, from what I have
been able to gather it goes something like
this. A student who wishes to bring a claim
must speak first to the Dean of Students, the
Dean of the University or the Director of
Personnel. The Dean of the University,
Tom Davis, will then seek to resolve the
conflict informally with the alleged perpetrator. If a resolution is not reached, a
hearing will be held (as described in the
Faculty Code, Chapter VI, p. 36-9) and a
decision reached by the Professional Standards Committee.
Interestingly, under the Faculty Code procedures a student is not allowed to bring a
claim against a faculty member. Thus, the
university's administrators "prosecute" the
professor and use the victim's testimony or
affidavit as mere support for their "case."
The procedures make no pmvision either to

inform the student of the board's decision
or to provide the student with counsel during the process.
If the university's procedures are unsatisfactory, you may then choose to seek inforD mation about your legal options. You can
. begin by calling a women's legal center, a
legal assistance clinic or an atlomey (the
yellow pages list several that specialize in
sexual harassment). To file a formal cornplaint you may call the Washington State
Human Rights Commission at 1-800-2333247, the U.S. Departmentof Education, or
any local sexual assault agency (such as the
one at Allenmore Medical Center). Sexual
harassment by a professor is a violation of
Title IX of the Education Act of 1972 and is
also a form of sexual assault.
No matter what option is chosen, legal
involvement is always a possibility. A

professorcouldchoose to sue the university
and, as a result, the victim might be subpoenaed as a witness. Students should also be
advised that a course of action may exist
against the institution if it fails to reasonably prevent sexual harassment or to adequately respond to a student's claim. In
other words, colleges and universities have
a responsibility to provide, to the best of
their ability, a safe and accepting educational environment for their students.

ment survey reveals student feelings about harassment issue
(ombudsman orombudsperson) to hear and
deal with complaints of sexual harassment
and act in the students' interest continued
throughout the survey responses. When
question 1 1 asked, "If you have never reported an incident of harassment on this
campus, what do you feel would make it
easier for others to report?" Many responses
gotright to the point saying that the University needs:
"a neutral party who has no investment in
the outcome."
"a group, confidential, to communicate
with each other and to file complaints as
one."
"a student advocate, elimination of Dean
Dodson from the process."
"a place to go that you will be heard and
not jeopardize any relationships with the
University, an accessible place."
"A Women's Center, support group,
ombudsperson."
"One clear consistent policy that students
know about and know what channels to
follow." Get clear, concise information out
to campus leaders: RAs/CCs, Peer Advisors, etc..."
"A specialist that deals specifically with
sexual asault."
"Ombudsperson NOW!"
Some respondnts expressed what would
make lodging a complaint easier by sharing
the fears that currently hold them back. One
student commented, "I don't want to jeepardize my GPA!" and another made the
quiet understatement, "It would be easier if
we were not risking so much by protesting."
Several suggestions were made abouthow

to make reporting sexual harassment easier
including:
"Make a seminar ("When Hello Gets Out
ofHand" type) on sexual harassment. Make
everyone attend and then every year make
incoming freshman attend. Target Fraternities and Sororities on peer sexual harassment."
The need for a women's center was often
mentioned:
"I really think a women's center is an
excellent idea because it would make it
much easier to report incidents without fear
of being dismissed or shushed."
"We need a women's center and a men's
center."
"We need facilities that are readily made
available. If I were being harassed I really
have no idea where I would go besides to
my friends."
The Counseling Center was also mentoned as a viable option for help with
dealing with sexual harassment.
"Publish howa complaintcan be filed and
advertise the Counseling Center more because I'm sure some people don't know
where it is. I do, but others don't."
The final question ofthe survey brought the
mostadamantresponse. Question 12 asked,
"What else could the University do to combat sexual harassment on campus?"
Repliesranged from focusing on the plight
of the victim:
"People need to be more aware that it
happens to others too and that they're not
alone and that it's not their fault."
"Make students feel the right to report
such incidents without backlash from the
staff."

Others made serious critiques of the procedure students have to go through to file a
complaint:
"The sexual harassment handbook states
that if you feel harassed by a faculty memberyou should contact the department chair
or Dean Dodson. In many cases, this option
is not very viable."
"Defmitely have the complaints dealt with
in some other way than sending them
through the department head."
Others derided the University's unwillingness to discuss matters ofsexual harassment
"If it was made public knowledge of how
close sexual harassment hits on this campus. If someone is assaulted or attacked by
aPROFESSOR (for instance) talk about it,
make itapublic issue. By sweeping it under
the carpet, the University only makes it
worse."
"Not conceal information about staff, student and faculty harassment."
Several brief and to the point plans of
action were suggested:
'Teach students about sexism and vio-

lence."
"Speak severely and explicitly to all male
faculty."
"Listen to the victim, take disciplining
action with the faculty who have tenure."
"Abolish the Greek System."
The general trnds and feeling of the
survey were neatly represented by a wellthought outresponse that requests a "sexual
harassment policy with some teeth in it":
"The University needs a sexual harassment policy with some teeth in it. A) The
Deans are not a safe place to go with cornplaints of this nature. B) The Director of
Personnel has conflicts and too many responsibiities. C) Ifthepolicy worked, something would have been done a lot earlier in
the recent alleged case, but we can all see
that it doesn't. D) There needs to be a clear
set of steps outlining actions taken in cases
ofsex harassmentcomplaints. E) The policy
also need to address the issue of responsibiity of the perpetrator and support for the
victims. F) The University needs to be open
and up front in these cases. Support and
continued silence equals harassment."

0
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Women swimmers always the b
never the bride
Men improve to second place at Palo Alto season finale
JBy Bruno Zalubil
Sports Editor

Each team came from different direcLions, but both ended up in the same place
- second.
The men led the competitionafter the first
day, but steadily lost ground as the threeday meet progressed; the women were
handicapped by a lack of divers and were
forced to fight into the competition.
And when it was over both teams finished
second to Druaiy College in the NAJA
Swimming and Diving Championships two
weeks ago at the Palo Alto College
Naratorium in San Antonio, Texas.
The women have been brides-maids cvcry year in the 1990s. They were national
championship in 1988 and 1989. The men
were third last season.
The men were led by three individual
champions.
Sophomore Greg Kabacy broke the Puget
Soundrecord in winning the200-yard backstrokein 1:51.94. Men's coach Don Duncan
called the swim "phenomenal." The time
was overtwo seconds faster than Ted Bibbes
1985 time of 1:53.92.
RogerWoods, ajunior, won the lOObackstroke in 51.31. Kabacy finished second in
that event with a 52.99.
Junior Ace Blair won the 1650 freestyle.
Jen Kuhn was the only individual winner
for the women's team. She defended her
title in the 200 back with a 2:04.59.
After the first day of competition, the men
led the team competition by four points
over Druary because of depth in the 500
free. Five Puget Sound swimmers were in
the top 12. Blair took second (4:40.22),
John Wieland was seventh (4:45.81), Kirk
Abraham was eighth (4:50.16), Roman
Brent was eleventh (4:48.18) and Don Frye
was twelfth (4:48.42).
Senior Mark Hendrickson finished second in the 50 free (21.07).
The men's team standings were helped by
secon-place finishes in the the 400 medley
relay (3:27.35) and the 200 free relay
(1:24.58).
The women finished third in all of the
events on Thursday and finished the first
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day in third place behind Druary
and Simon Fraser.
Michelle Parrish took third in
the 50 free (24.18). Amy Miller
was third in the 500 free
(5:07.82) and Kendra Lavik
took the bronze in the 200 individual medley (2:06.69).
The women also took third in the 200 free
relay (1:37.16) and the 400 medley relay
(3:57.42).
On the second day of the competition the
men scored few points and dropped out of
first place.
The women moved into second by placing multiple swimmers in several events.
Parrish took second in the 100 butterfly

(57.96). Erin Anderson finished eigth in
that event.
Three Loggers earned points in the 400
IM Lavik took third (4:36.25), Amy
Peterson was fourth (4:37.60) and Erin
Halton was fifth (4:4 1.67).
Watson took seventh in the 200 free with
a 1:57.04 and Sybil Hedrick finished eighth
in 1:58.48.

The top six finishers in each
event were named All-Amencans.
The women's team had an
extra honor bestowed upon
them for academIc excellence.
Three Loggers were named to
theNAIA All-Academic team.
Kuhn, a junior Politics and Government
major with a 3.93 GPA, Watson, a junior
Physcial Therapy major with a 3.87 GPA,
and Amity Feaver, a senior with a 3.55
GPA in History, Biology and Politics and
Government, were honored. No other school
had more than one swimmer named for the
honor.

Track and Field qualifies more athletes for districts and nationals
By Melissa Moffett
SfaffWriter

The women placed second and the men
fourth leaving the team in third place overall at the track meet at Pacific Lutheran
University two weekends ago.
On the women's team three more team
members qualified for th.p national meet in
May. Rachel Squillace won thediscus event
with a throw of 140-5 which qualified her
for the national meet.
Danita Erickson also qualified when she
won the 800 meter run with a time of
2:15.1.
Valerie Chan, who competed in the 3,000
meter racewalk for the first time, won her
race with a time of 17:20.8. She set a new
meet record and qualified for nationals by
25 seconds.
There were also many team members
who qualified for the district meet.
dam Sowards placed third in the triple
jurp with a jump of 42-10 1/4 just behind
:mate Tim Hen with a jump of 43-6
Jc ardo Aguirre had a throw of 43-6 1/4
;h. shot put.

Lane Seeley placed fourth in the 3,000
meter steeplechase with a time of 9:50.2.
Kahleia Crane had with a high jump of 50.
Other outstanding performances include:
In the women's 1600 meters Emily
Keilman finished first (5:07.2), Shawn
Perkins was third (5:16.5) and Jennifer
Bumingham was fifth (5:22.8).
In the women's 3,000-meter run Emily
Kelimanfinished firstin 10: 11. 1 and Shawn
Perkins third in 10:42.4.
Tim Leary finished fourth in the men's
1600 meters with a time of 4:25.6.
In themen's 800-meterrun Kirby Leufroy
finished second in 1:54.7.
The turnout from Puget Sound was small
last weekend at the University of Washington because of spring break, but there continued to be many great performances by
those who attended.
Roger Bialous qualified for the District
meet in the 3,000 meter steeplechase with a
time of 10:06.5.
In the high jump Adam Sowards placed
third with a jump of 6-2 3/4.
Jock Carter was fourth in the long jump
in 20-10 1/2.

Keith Burgess won the 400 hurdles in
54.95.
The men's 1600-meter relay (John
Rogeistad, Kirby Leufroy, Alan
Bumingham, and Keith Burgess) finished
third in 3:28.69.
The men's 400-meter relay (John
Rogelstad, Keith Burgess, Daryl Fitzhugh,
and Jock Carter) placed second in 44.89

seconds.
Emily Keliman won the 3,000 in 10:09.5.
Kirsten Brenkertfinished fourth in 11:00.7.
In the 1,500, Danita Erickson won with a
time of 4:38.8.
The women's400-meterrelayplacedfirth
in 52.83 seconds.
The Puget Sound track team will travel to
Edmonds for another meet this Saturday.

Upcoming Home Eve. ts
Softball
Saturday, 2:30 p.m. at Peck Field, double-header vs. Western Washington
Sunday, 11 a.m. at Peck Field, double-header vs. Simon Fraser

Crew
Saturday, 10 a.m. at American Lake vs. Seattle Pacific, Western Washington and
Pacific Lutheran

Baseball
Tuesday, 2 p.m. at Bums Field, double-header vs. Lewis-Clark
Wednesday, noon at Burns Field, double-header vs. Lewis-Clark

.
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Come-from-behind heroics earns baseball second victory
By Bruno Zalubil
Sports Editor

Though the Puget Sound baseball team
has been losing more often than not early
this year, the Loggers lack very little in their
drama.
The past two weeks of action has dropped
the Puget Sound record to 2-17, but two
weeks ago, the Loggers treated a homefield crowd to a 12-8 victory over Western
...... ........
...................
..........

. .....
....... ...

BaptisL
The win required arally afterPuget Sound
trailed 7-1 after three innings. Freshman
right-hander Chris Mar11 earned the pitching victory. He is 1-3.
The left side of the infield led the offensive charge. Freshman third baseman Chris
Schlecht and sophomore shortstop Matt
Guyette both had three hits in the game.
Junior outfielder Jason Olson, sophomore
catcher Doug Anderson and sophomore

Softball begins
district season
this weekend

second baseman K.C. Meyers all had two
hits.
The Loggers lost to the University of
Washington (14-0), Central Washington
(14-0) and Willamette (8-2, 3-0 and 14-4).
Last week Puget Sound was rained out of
a game with Eastern Oregon,but they played
four games against Albertson's College,
losing them all.
The Loggers' only other victory was a 51 triumph over Lewis & Clark College.

Athil tes of t

DBy Jon Wolfer
Staff Writer

.........
The Puget Sound women's softball team
hopes to improve its record as it opens
NAIA District 1 play this weekend.
TheLoggers, 1-6 thus far, will host doubleheaders with Western Washington at 2:30
p.m. on Saturday, and with Simon Fraser at
11 a.m. on Sunday.
Western Washington forfeited a game to
Puget Sound last Saturday at the Simon
FraserToumament. The Vikings, 2-6overall and 1-3 in district, are playing their first
softball season.
At the tournament last weekend, UPS
went 1-2, losing to Lewis & Clark 5-2 and
Central Washington 7-3, and the forfeit win
over Western.
Also last weekend, the Loggers defeated
Wenatchee Valley Community College, 73. Because the victory was against a twoyear college, however, the victory will not
count on the overall record.
The tournament's Sunday games were
rained out.
The Loggers will next travel to
McMinnvile, Oregon, on Wednesday fora
double-header.
Junior Lori Buck led the Loggers against
the Pioneers, going 2for 3, with a home run
and a double.
Puget Sound had a 3-0 lead against Central going into the top ofthe fifth inning, but
gave up five runs (three on errors) in the
inning. Left fielderLynn Clapp had a triple
against the Wildcats.
Against WVCC, third baseman Heidi
Hanson went 2 for 4 on a homer and a
double, center fielder Nikki Jinhong was 3
for 4 with two singles and a double, and
second baseman Jill Kallas went 3 for 3
with a triple and two singles.
The Loggers field a young, inexperienced
squad this season, but the future is bright.

:

UBy Bruno Zalubil
Sports Editor

For individual victories at the NAJA National Swimming and Diving Championships two weeks ago in San Antonio, Texas,
juniors Jen Kuhn and Roger Woods were
named this week's Dande Trophy Company co-Athletes of the Week.
Kuhn defended her 200 backstroke title in
the three-day meet to help the Puget Sound
women's team finish second in.the team
standings.
Similarly, Woods won the 100 backstroke
title and helped the men's team finish second also.

The Trail
NEEDS YOU. 1

SUPPORT LOGGER
SOFTBALL

You too could get paid to hang out
in our lavishly decorated, state-of-the-art
office, rub elbows with important people,
and make life-altering decisions!

Please contact Sara, David,
or Eric at x3278.
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March madness is here and everyone has predictions
1By Brandon Huck
and Karl Zener
Guest Writer and Copy Editor
About this time eveiy year, basketball

fans feel an inexplicable itch, a general
anxiety which defies description and rapidly develops into a fever of dangerous
proportions. The month of March has been
known to make men mad.
The root of the malady is no mystery,
however. Is it caused by the inevitable ebb
and flow of the tides? No. Could it be the
result of some innate calling, leftover from
our primitive origins? Not quite. Even the
rootofall evil - TV timeouts - are unworthy
of blame for this phenomena.
This plague stems from a much graver
approaching affliction. That's right, baby,
the NCAA Basketball Tournament is back!
It's the Big Dance, the Grand Show, a
three-week party that begins with 64 hopeful colleges and ends with one team crowned
national champion on the first Monday in
April.
To accomplish this, the eventual champ
must win six consecutive games, competing against the best talent in the country and
often playing in neutral, if not distant locations.
Now that the teams have been narrowed
down from 64 to the sweet 16, here are our
picks for the Final Four and a few reasons
why we chose these teams.
Without further ado here are our picks for
the Final Four: Kentucky vs. Michigan and
Cincinnati vs. California. The championship, of course, will be Kentucky vs. Cincinnati with Kentucky winning it all.
Here's the rationale and utmost logic behind this unscientific tournament:
1. Respect for the power conferences:
Let's face it, the most successful programs come from the recognized leading
conferences (ACC, Big Ten, SEC, Big Eight
and Big East). Cinderella just can't compete with the national recruiting, excellent
coaching,challengingschedulesandalumnj
support (s) of the larger schools. Duke,
North Carolina, Kansas, Kentucky and Indiana are perennial examples.

S. Note subtle advantages

Beware the injury bug
Teams that come limping into the toumament with a key player (orplayers) hurt are
not safe bets, especially if they have questionable depth on thebench. Indiana's Alan
Henderson, Duke's GrantHill andTulane's
Kim Lewis presented problems for their
respected teams. Tulane and Duke are out,
and Indiana barely escaped Xaiver due to
Henderson's inability to post-up as a power
forward.
Don't discount momentum
Ithas becomeamaxim ofthetourney that
intensityfuels success. Look forteanis coming in offan emotional victory or extended
winning streak to wreak havoc in the field
- wimess UNLV in '90 or Duke in '92.
UCLA slips into the tournament and got hot
knowing that Coach Harrick's job was safe
and almost upset #1 seeded Michigan.
Take a chance on an underdog
Although many cringe when they hear
this, a little risk-taking can separate you
from your fellow pickers. After all, who
would have thought to choose Providence
in '87, Kansas in '88, Seton Hall in '89 or
Cincinnatiin '92? Cincinnati,George Washington, California have all caused trouble
this year. The great thing about the tournament is you can count on upsets. Trust your
instincts.

RAISE A COOL
$1000
IN JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.
And a FREE
IGLOO COOLER

if you quaIi'. Call
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65

Home courtadvantage, placement in weak
vs. strong regions and the character of possible opponents all factor into a team's
success - or lack of it. For instance,Indiana's
placement in the local Hoosier Dome for
the Midwest sub-regional this year, and
North Carolina's position in the weak East
Region in is influencing the results.
6. Examine the competition faced in the
regular season
The usually strong conferences of the
Pac-lO and the Big East have slipped considerably and dropped in high competition.
Arizona never would have won 18 in a row
in the Pac-lO a few years ago. Thus, their
upset loss to Santa Clara. Playing weaker
competition may hurt a team in the Toumament, while a team from the Big-lO will be
prepared for any team they face with the
strong competition they faced all year.
The same goes for a struggling Big East
conference that has slipped considerably
thepastfew years and turned a feared group
of teams into ugly shooting teams with too
many fouls. Even highly touted Seton Hall
couldn't get past the second round.
Most importantly, don't forget the power
ofLady Luck.
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UNFORTUNMEII TillS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS,

PIANO FOR SALE
Quality 1978 Chickeiing Studio Piano owned by piano teacher - walnut finish,
padded bench, well-maintained -

$2,800. Call 845-7773.
SUMMER WORK
Average profit $5,400
Possible credit; experience
valuable for all majors.

383-6671

CAMP STAFF NEEDED
Looking for a summer job that will be
outdoors, fun arK! a positive impact on
kids? Work at our resident Girl Scout
camp rear Belfait Counselors, arts
and crafts director, lifeguards, horseback
riding staff, naturalist, trip leaders
and other positions available.
572-8950 for application. EOE.

very year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage oftax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistakeyou can
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income—especially
for the "extras" thatyour regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

jurv'
iw

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range ofallocation choices—from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity—all backed
by the nation's number one retirement
system.
Why write offthe chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

Benefit nowfivm tax deferniL Call our SRA botline 1 800-842-2733, ext. 8016.

75 years ofensuring the future
for those who shape it M

CREF rf(w arr r?,.th-,b,te, by ThL4-CREF I,d,u3,,aIarnl I,,tuwwnal Sc,,wee. For m', ec,, ,,pitc informatwn, incLoing
ía pro.cpertu.r. Roaa tbeprorpectue rarefukv before you mitrE or Jon8 money.

191
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993

-d/ 1 800-842-2755, ,,rt. 8016
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Saturday, March 27
7:30 P*mo
University of. Puget Sound
Student Union Building
$5.00
(niust be at least 18 years of age)
All proceeds go to the Tacoma Public School 's PUSH/EXCEL Program
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Advertising Direc for
Business Manager
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Editorial Po1ic
The Trail is published weekly by the Associated Students of the University of Puget
Sound. Opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the
Associated Studentc, the University, or its Board of Trustees. Staff Editorial.c
(unsigned editorials) are the opinion of the majority of the core stuff. Guest opinions
are printed on the di.ccretion of the OpinLons Editor. The Trail reserves the right not
to print letters over three hundred words, and to edit any letters printed. All letters
must have a signature and a phone number and are due Tuesday at 5p.m. Anonymous letters will be printed only at the discretion of the Editor. Letters and other
correspondence may be addressed to: The Trail, University of Puget Sound, 1500 N.
Warner, Tacoma WA 98416.

Todd's got the mass media blues
EBy Todd Starkweather
Staff Writer
By spending time at home in Wenatchee
over Spring Break I was blessed with two
modem conveniences that I have a difficUlt
time securing as a meager college freshman: a television and a VCR.
Or was I really blessed?
As I soon discovered, a television and
VCRdo not automatically provide for hours
of blissful and informative entertainment.
To my despair I found out thaj most mass
culturally accepted forms of media entertainment (movies, television programs, etc.) are
nothing more than refuse
that would bore my dogs.
It disappoints me to
think that so few people
in Hollywood, or any
where else in the entertainment industry have
absolutely no creative talent what so ever. Excluding a few scattered
exceptions, such as "Cheers" and "Northem Exposure," every television program is
just a generic carbon copy of another. Evezy plot is predictable and every character is
flat. To even watch a show like "Full House"
or "Who's The Boss" would insult my
intelligence. If I (well, my parents) are
paying $18,000 dollars a year for a private
school education I feel that I can find better
things to do with my time than watch mindless sitcoms.
Movies aren't any better. I can't begin to
count the number of idiotic movies I've
witnessed where the good guys prevail in
the end because the bad guys did not possess the ability to hit a motionless target
standing ten feet away with an automatic

rifle. Come on, do these producers and
directors expect us to be satisfied with a few
stupid gunfights and car explosions? Sure,
people still make quality movies worth
watching, but upon entering a video rental
store and viewing my possible choices for
a night's entertainment, I quickly realized
that 90% was total garbage.
The movie inaustry is even 'having a hard
time writing original material. Three recent
American cinematic releases ("Point of No
Return," "Sommersby" and "The Vanishing") were remakes of superior French films.
Even multiple Oscar-nominated "Scent of
a Woman" was adapted
frnrn
.n
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play. If movie producers
truly want to make a
profit, why don't they just
release foreign films over
here and cut the cost of
producing a watered
down by-product of a
Superior foreign film?
Another sign of a lack of originality and
creativity is the usual plethora of sequels
seen in movie theaters. By my count at least
one out of every five movies is a sequel to
a previous film.
Maybe I'm being too hard on the entertainmentindusiry. Afterall, theirmain function, even though it should be producing
quality work, is to rake in a nice sizeable
profit. And by the salaries taken in by
movie stars and directors, they do a fme job
of it. Maybe I should blame the majority of
the public who allow themselves to be
entertained, or more appropriately, pacified by car wrecks, gunshots, simple characters, and weak plots. I guess the majority
of the public will have to develop a better
sense of art before better art is made.

mistrust on campus. Student concern is reflected in letters to the Trail, the formation of
Students Against Sexual Harassment (SASH) as well as the President's Advisory Committee on Sexual Harassment and, in general, the number of miscellaneous programs and
events dedicated to exploring the issue of sexual harassment.
We draw your attention to the following problems. First, the policies are inaccessible to
students and faculty. Relevant portions ofthe policies and related piocedureare scattered
in and among the Faculty Code (the main document and Appendix B), the Academic
Handbook (p. 29-3 1), countless memoranda (from Tom Davis and Rosa Beth Gibson,
Professional Standards, Faculty Senate, etc.), and other pamphlets and publications (e.g.,
Ifit Happens to You..Sexual Harassment). This fragmentation makes it nearly impossible
for students to understand, much less to use, the policies that are intended to help and protect
them. The victim of sexual harassment who wishes to bring a claim against the perpetrator
faces a constant struggle with these policies.
Second, the policies are inconsistent. Two examples of this inconsistency are especially
problematic. To begin, different documents direct students to different officials. The Dean
of Students' publication If it Happens to You ... Sexual Harassment suggests that student
complaints be first brought to the "department chairman" and then, if that option is not
acceptable, to the Dean of Students or the Dean of the University (p. 4). However, the
Academic Handbook lists "the dean of the University, the personnel director, or the dean
of students" as possible resources (p. 29). To add to the confusion, Appendix B of the
Faculty Code lists these three administrators as well as "any member of the above named
staffs" as additional resources (p. 9). Similar inconsistencies plague the procedures. The
Academic Handbookindicates that the grievancepolicy outlined on page 30be usedin cases
of sexual harassment, when in fact formal proceedings follow the guidelines of the Faculty
Code (Chapter VI) and Professional Standards Committee. Besides contributing to the
incomprehensibility ofthe policies, this procedural confusion raises aquestion of appropriateness because the Faculty Code does not recognize a student's ability to bring a claim of
any kind against a professor.
Third, the policies are incomplete. The policies do not include statements addressing
consensual relationships between students and faculty (although such a statement exists
elsewhere in the Faculty Code). The policies do not include a statement ofthe university's
responsibility to prevent sexual harassment, to educate the campus about the problem, or
to protect students who bring informal otformal claims. Most significantly, the policies
make no mention ofthe provision ofan advocate ofany sort who could supply accurate and
impartial information to students regarding options and rights. Currently, a student must
relyon theadviceofPugetsoundadministrators,whoarefartooattachedto other unvéfiy
interests toprovide impartial information or to act as advocates for victims. Other important
subjects, such as the consequences of false reporting, have also been omitted.
It is obvious that the university's policies and procedures are in drastic need of revision.
We ask that the Trustees take the following actions:
Reexamine and rewrite the sexual harassment policies and procedures in order to
eliminate inconsistencies and to ensure that all relevant subjects be addressed in a single
document.
Support the creation of an advocate, whose job would be to supply information to
students about informal and formal procedures and to advise students about their options
and rights.
Create an orientation program to be attended by students, staff and faculty that would
not only inform the university community about the policies and procedures but would also
seek to prevent future incidences of sexual harassment through education.
Work with and support the work ofother campus bodies (e.g., Professional Standards.
ASUPS , Students Against Sexual Harassment, etc.) in their efforts to improve the policies.
Taking these actions will help both the university and its students. Acknowledging ar
responding to the problem of sexual harassment will dispel the climate of mistrust on
campus and make Puget Sound a better university. Recentjudlicial trends, which reveal a
tendency toward increasing the liability ofuniversities that do notact to address and prevent
sexual harassment, require that we act now. Improving these policies will make Puget
Sound a safer community and enhance the quality of student life. Moreover, students who
know that Puget Sound cares for their well-being will become alumni who care about the
well-being of their alma mater.
We believe that our requests are reasonable and are in the best interests of the university,
the faculty, and the students. Cooperation and a willingness to work together will make the
process of improving our policies easy and effective. We urge your support and would
appreciate a response to our proposals.
Sincerely,
The Students of Puget Sound
*Thjs letter will appear in petition form in the SUB for students to sign next week.
As soon as enough signatures are gathered, a copy ofthe letter and petition will be sent
to each Trustee.
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Letters to the Editor __________________________________________________

Starkweather: Opinion
or News?
To the editor:
Every week as I turn to page two in the
Trail, and see Todd Starkweather's "Political Commentary" I shudder in disbelief.
And then I laugh, because his newswriting
bias is so predictable. Objectivity is a term
that Mr. Starkweather and Trail editors
would benefit from knowing. Melvin
Mencher, anotedauthorityon newswriting,
defines an objective journalist as one who
"sees the world on the basis of factual
evidence, not in terms ofhis or her feelings
and hopes" (Basic News Writing, WCB
Publishers, 1989, p. 35). Time after time,
Mr. Starkweather's feelings and hopes are
all too evident in his "news" pieces. Take
last week's "commentary". He writes, "As
the Republicans sit around and cry about
Bill Clinton's plan without working on a
program oftheirown, they seem tobe doing
a great deal more whining than winning
popular support" While Mr. Siarkweather
should be commended for his adept alliteration, he clearly falls well short of being
bias-free. In addition, he ends his column
bypredicting that, unless Republicanscome
up with adifferent economic plan, they will
be seen as "whining babies and sore losem." Is this guy forreal??! Since when is it
an acceptable journalistic practice to call
anyone, let alone members of congress,
"whining babies" and "losers"? According
to Mencher, "journalists must be able to
distance themselves from the people and
the events they are observing [so that they]
do notpassjudgmenton people and events"
(Mencher, p. 35). Yet the reader can see
Starkweather's judgment and political affiliation a mile away, as he has yet to
practice objective reporting in his political
column. And while it's OK to be liberal, it's
not acceptable to bring those viewpoints
into a news story. Perhaps a more bias-free
ending to last week's article may go something like this: "Unless Republicans revise
their approach, many Americans may perceive their complaints as unwarranted."
When such a feature is placed under the
category of "NEWS" (and the only article
on the page) one must conclude that the
Trail considers Starkweather's "commentary" as an objective news piece,rather than
an opinion. .1 seriously hope that the Trail
will reconsider this policy, given the clear
lack ofjoumalistic integrity portrayed week
after week by Mr. Starkweather. His pieces
should invariably be included under the
"Opinions" section of the Trail.
Now, I'd like to address some of the other
inaccuracies in Mr. Starkweather's March
4th column. He indicated that Clinton is the
first president to offer an economic plan
"designed to reduce the deficit." Perhaps
Starkweather's connections with Bill have
become faulty; Clinton himself, as well as
numerous aides, are now admitting that
their plan will INCREASE the deficit over
a four year period! Also, a quick look at
( Afl rpr,c,rtc find ('nn
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will reveal that both Reagan and Bush did
present budgets "designed to reduce the
deficit". The problem was that the democratic-lead congress broke its pledge to
reduce spending. Even so, it's common
knowledge, although not widely reported,
that as a percent of GDP, the size of the
deficit actually went down from FY 19871990.
Starkweather again strays from the truth
when he asserts that "it would be highly
uncharacteristic of the Republicans to pro-

Mr. Starkweather makes biased statements, untrue accusations, and half-truths
regarding Republican's efforts. For this he
deserves criticism. Alsion Work and William Rivers, in their book, Writing for the
Media (Mayfield Publishing, 1988, p. 23)
argue that "Reporters must recognize their
prejudices, fight the impulse to make assumptions, and seek information which
challenges their views in order to serve
their audiences responsibly." My student
government money is being used to fund
Trail. I strenously object to such biasedand
unobjective newsreporting.
Sincerely,
Chris Cowen

H

pose cuts in their beloved military." What a
lie! The March 9 Wall Stitet Journal included a lengthy article from Senator Hank
Brown, REPUBLICAN from Colorado,
titled,"My Deficit-Reduction Plan". In that
article, Brown called for Bush' s proposed
military cuts, to the tune of $74.8 billion
(i.e., Bush had called for nearly $75 billion
in military cuts).
Starkweather claims that the only other
place Republicans can find to cut money is
from "crippled social programs". Again,
false. The WSJ reported that in all of his
efforts, Clinton's budget found only 11
wasteful programs to cut, amounting to a
fraction of one percent of the overall budget! ! Sen. Brown calls for over $679 billion
in cuts—many hundred billion more than
Clinton proposes, such as cutting congressional staffby 25% (Clinton calls for a 5%
cut), freezing govemmentoverhead such as
travel, supplies, printing, and rent to save
$46 billion, cutting 25% from civilian and
military intelligence, and so on. Clinton
chose not to cut any of these programs.
Where does Starkweather's idea that social
programs "account for only a fraction of
government spending anyway"? Surely he
must know that social programs place 2nd
in the budget!
Starkweather's main gripe is that Republicans were criticizing Clinton's plan before they had developed aplan of their own.
Let's be realistic. Clinton had several
months, hundreds of advisors, and hundreds of thousands of research dollars to
devise his budget plan. And on March 4th,
only two weeks after Clinton revealed his
plan during the State of the Union address,
StarkweatherexpectedRepublicans to have
planned a $1.4 trillion budget? How absurd. By March 9, Republicans had offered
cuts of their own—with this key difference:
the deficit under Sen. Brown's plan would
be over $80 billion less than Clinton's without any tax increases!!!

(Editor's Note: Todd Starkweat her' s articles in the News section are clearly labeled "comnentary" to let the readers know
an opinion follows. With the proper labeling, it is perfectly acceptable to have a
subjective piece in the Newssection. Ed. S.)

'Affirmative Action' a
misunderstood term
Dear Wayne M. Storer, Ray Kahler, and
Jeff Holland:
I have been following the recent discussion of Affirmative Action in The Trail
with great interest, and before I leap into the
fray, I would like to thank Mr. Storer, Mr.
Kahler, and Mr. Holland for introducing
this topic. After reading both of your artides I was frustrated by the writers' lack of
understanding ofthe terms and significance
ofMfmnative Action.
Beforel enter theargument, let me clarify
the term "Mfirmative Action". According
toRosa Beth Gibson, Personnel Director at
UPS, Affirmative Action is: "The action
that organizations take to insure equal opportunity for all races, genders, and ages."
Kahier and Holland—despite the supposedly greateconomic benefits to ridding our
system of Mfirinative Action and quotas,!
fmd your argument offending. As Wayne
stated in his article, "there are millions of
steps left to take, and millions of minds left
to change ifwe are ever going to have racial
harmony." The last thing our country needs
to do right now is to go backwards in this
quest. Some statistics say that Blacks make
up the third largest group of people in the
U.S., yet they are currently one of the most
oppressed groups in our nation. The recent
Rodney King trials, amongst other things,
has shown the ongoing injustice towards
and between minorities in our country. Our
economy would do better if we stopped
oppressing such a large portion ofour society. Not only would the economy improve,
but the overall relationship between races
might improve, thus reducing tension that
fuels crime, violence, and drug abuse.
The cycle ofdrug abuse and violence that
inner city people often experience can be

Dr. Ted Taranovski: "It is a mess of
NathaEspeland: "After all the problems
Chris Darst: "Negative, we've done
their own creation that they must work out
we've had with the SovietUnion, weowe it
enough damage to every othercountry we've
economicallyandpoliticallyforthemselves.
to them to give them as much support as
tried to help. We should stick with our own
problems." they need." The country is too big and too rich for any
aid we can give. The best we can do is give
advice."

Eil

broken by access to higher education. A
close friend of mine attended the same
private prep school with me. Her father
received his job through Affirmative Action. As she so perfectly statad, "If my Dad
had notgot thatjob, I could not have broken
the cycle. I don't know if I would have
graduated from high school, let alone attend Tuffs college." Affirmative Action
can help break this cycle. Another friend of
mine, described to me theproblem of innercity people not getting good jobs. "I went
out with this one guy who dealt crack. He
could make more in one night, then in a
month working at Burger King. The cycle
continues. The children of the dealers see
the cars, the money, all the material goods
coming in so fast—all from dealing."
As forWayne, I see how you were offended by this letter, and you have every
righttoacton youropinion. It was great that
you wrote, yet the tone of your wording
only seemed to increase tensions. Name
calling, ie: "right-wing, fascist, Pat
Buchanan, Adolph Hitler loving, bullshit
filled, white little asses," is the worst form
of communication, and was only effective
in shutting the minds ofyour audience even
faster. What these racial tensions and hostilities need is communication. If we are
going to get anywhere near solving or decreasing racial problems, we need to listen
to each other. Although we definitely may
not agree with everything everybody says,
at least we can communicate without hostilities. Hostilities lead to tension which in
turn results in violence such as the L.A.
riots, and war. Also, we must be ready to
admit, that no, we don't know everything
about the otherperson. We must be ready to
ask questions and listen to many peoples
responses.
As for the "buzzword reverse discrimination", I happened to be a victim of it a few
weeks ago. In a recent conversation I had
with an acquaintance who was a minority,
I found myself being reduced to a white
racist stereotype merely because of the color
of my skin. I was extremely angry and
frustrated and could empathize with people
who complain ofbeing "smothered" all the
time. Itonly happenedonce. I can'timagine
how I would feel if I was constantly being
suppressed or discriminated against.
Affirmative Action is an imperfect tool in
an imperfect world. It is used to remedy
imbalances of race, gender, and age represented in our societies institutions. I see it as
a first step towards creating a more equitable environment.
In conclusion I would like to say: Acts of
racism, in all forms, are notdeclining. They
are as rampant as ever, just more subtle
most ofthe time. Just because we don't see
them, does not mean they are not present.
We must open our ears and eyes to each
other, we must stop the ignorance, for if we
don't we will only fuel it.
Sincerely,
Sarah Reichert

Julie Trumbo: "We should help them
outenough to stabilize them butleave most
of the responsibility in their hands."
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In with the NEWS...

Tish Hinojosa
Friday in the Great Hall

Compiled & Assembled by the ASUPS Public Relations Office

Commitee Openings
Interview sign-ups for the following commitees will be held until Friday, March 26.
If interested in being on one of these committees,
please stop by the ASUPS Office (SUB 210) for more information.
Faculty Committee

Trustee Committe

Faculty Senate (1 seat)
Faculty Academic Standards (2 seats)
Faculty Curriculum (2 seats)
Faculty University Enrichment (2 seats)
Faculty Student Life (3 seats)
Faculty Library (1 seat)

Administrative Advisory Commitee

Finance (1 seat)
Instructions(1 seat)
Buildings and
Grounds (1 seat)
Student Life and
alues (1 seat)

Budget Task Force (2 seats)
University Diversity (6 seats)
Alumni Board (I seat)
Honorary Degrees (2 seats)

Cmjpus Musthl
NETWORK

I

Make a date with...

Presents

the Spring 1993
eeaevt e€cet
Se'ue4
ALL SHOWS
START
ATIO PM
AND ARE
ABSOLUTELY

.LL-JI :41
(FOR UPS STUDENTS
AND GUESTS ONLY)
FOR MORE
INFORMATflON
CONTACT
THE PIZZA CELLAR
(x3663)
OR
CAMPUS MUSIC NETWORK
(x3367)

Tonight -- Thursday, March 25th
10p.m.
in the Pizza Cellar

If you have any questions, problems, or concerns about anything at this University,
PLEASE contact AS UPS
Your student government has the financial resources, the people, the time, and the
participation in University governance to ensure that your needs are addressed
Please call x3600 and leave you name, question, problem, or concern, and your phone
number, or, stop anyone you know from ASUPS and ask them for their help
Remember, all of us at ASUPS work for you'
(Paid Advertisement)

S

TUDENT PR`OGRAMS _
N sinwr - SOUND - McYI'iON - IDEAS - ENTEitTAINMEtiF
Cultural Events
Tish Hinjosa will perform in the
Great Hall on Friday, March 26,
The featured artist at this year's
presidential inaugural gala,
Hinjosa's Mexican-American style
blends with a twang of Country
Western to create an extraordinary
listening experience. Come and
hear her sing of the ups and downs
ofthe Latino. It' s an experience not
to be missed. Showtime: 8 pm.
General Admission - $10. Students
just $4! Tickets available at the
UPS Info Center, and through
TicketMaster.
Foolish Pleasures
Campus Films presents an annual
8mm film festival, Friday, April
2nd. This event features the movies
made by UPS students, and the winner ofbest filmreceives the coveted
"Golden Camera" award!
Programming Appointmnts
Sign-ups for Programming appointment interviews will be held in the
AS UPS Office until March26 for the
following positions:
Campus Films
Campus Music Network
College Bowl
Cultural Events
Lectures
Parents Weekend
Popular Entertainment
Tours and Travels
Showcase
Special Events
Campus Films

A LEAGUE OF THEIR OWN
Showtimes:
Fri. 7:00 & 9:30
Sat. 7:00 & 9:30
Sun 6:00 &8:30

Admission
$1.00 with
student I.D.
$2.00 w/o

,I
V-II]
Applications are now available in
the ASUPS Office for the positions
of Pizza Cellar Manager and
Tamanawas Editor. They will be
available until Tuesday, March 30.
Any questions, call ASUPS (0600).

